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All The Poop
Just
Sayin’

In
This
Time
Of
Crisis

Living in an upside down world

Who could have foreseen where we are today?
Just where are we? And what can we do to help?
We are living in a precarious time, for sure. Some of the future,
and what it will look like is beyond our control. But some things
we can control, and it is up to each and every one of us to do our
part. The Covid-19 death toll is shocking, almost unbelievable and
becoming worse every day.
So, today I am asking you to - Please take care of yourself! Be
mindful of social distancing and wash your hands frequently. I
know it’s hard to do - we get caught up in the day and forget.
Then I walk by the sink and think, yep, better do that again.
Naturally, I am concerned for the horses in New Mexico. If people can’t afford to keep them we will be needed more than ever before in FCER’s history. While we haven’t seen a deluge yet, I am
aware there could be one later, likely in the fall.
And we are coming off a year when we took in a record breaking
44 horses, 4 who will soon have babies. If you can help, please do.
If you can’t, we understand. Say a prayer for us, send a word of
encouragement. It means more than you may know.

We Are All In This Together!
Stay Safe!
Terry & Debbie
And all the horses - those here and those to come
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Recognize this Guy?
Hint - He’s handsome, short and loves to play with
new colt Clancy through the fence. It’s Bernie!
What a difference a season makes. He’s still has
some winter coat to shed, then he’s ready for
summer. The corrective trimming for his feet continues, but he’s come a long way!

Dealing with COVID-19
During this stressful time of global pandemic we’re doing the best we can to keep FCER functioning and the
horses safe. There are things that must be done on a daily basis - horses have to be fed, water troughs filled,
pens cleaned, medications administered and crucial hoof work done. Horse rescues are considered
“essential” and therefore we are allowed to have a crew come to take care of the daily needs of the horses.
Personal safety is at the top of everyone’s mind. To that end we’ve instituted several policies. We practice
social distancing, have masks available, and a wash station ready for use. Some volunteers have decided to
stay home because of underlying conditions. We have dramatically reduced our hands on work with the
horses in the Plan 4 Progress Program. This means that we’ll have to start over when things are better.
While other counties in New Mexico have seen a step toward re-opening, 3 counties have not. San Juan
(where FCER is), McKinley and Cibola counties remain in lockdown. Our numbers for people infected and
deaths continue to climb. On the Navajo Nation, just to our west, an 8 p.m. curfew is in place every day and
Stay at Home order from Friday at 8 p.m. to Monday at 5 a.m. We’re hoping that on May 15th we’ll get a
partial lifting of some restrictions. That said, only if it is safe.
We are also keeping a sharp eye on the financial health of FCER. Donations have dropped severely. Yesterday out of 3 monthly credit card donors only one went through. We certainly understand that people can’t
donate when their own homes are in danger and their job is gone. The good news is
we have hay to last until about end of June. Hay is our biggest single expense, so that
is quite a relief. We’re all going to get through this, hopefully with as little disruption
as possible. In the meantime, BE SAFE!

THANK YOU!
Your generosity allowed us to
give 252 decks of cards to local
Senior Centers! Some of the
cards will be given to people
who are shut-in’s via the Meals
on Wheels program.
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2020 Mothers To Be
At left - Clancy visits with
aunts and soon be mothers Latte (in
the front) and Ruby. His mom,
Athena, is becoming okay with his

venturing out to see the others, but
she’s never far away. And she keeps
a watchful eye on her young son.
To prepare for this many babies in
one season we took one of our large
pens and converted it into a “Jumbo
Nursery”. We added fencing around
the bottom so none of the babies can
roll under the fences, and have 2
large bales of hay at their disposal 24 hours a day. Getting enough nourishment to feed a youngster is a
top priority for these Moms. Babies can gain more than 3 pounds a day and will double their birth
weight in the first month! At birth the foals weigh approximately 10% of the mares weight, and are
about 60% of their adult height at the withers (top of the shoulder).
Taking care of a baby is more work than a full time job!
Rita (in photo at lower right) is missing muscle in her left hind leg above the hock, probably from a
mountain lion attack. What impact this will have on her giving birth we don’t know. For this reason and
because Rita doesn’t know the other mares we have decided she should have a “Private Nursery” so we
can treat her should anything arise. We hope everything is going to be okay. But, better to be prepared
and not need it than to not be prepared and need it.
In our continued efforts to reduce
risk of exposure to Covid-19 we are
having this issue of “All the Poop”
printed and folded by Kopy Rite, a
professional printing company in
Farmington. This way we are not endangering volunteers health to come
out and assemble the newsletter .
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What Happens When You Take In 4 Wild Mares?
Answer - There is a 90%+ probability that the next year you will have 4 babies.

Please welcome Clancy - our first baby of the year!
Of course, he is stunningly beautiful
and perfect in every way! He arrived
on April 16, 2020 between the hours
of 7 and 8 a.m. We know that because
those of us on foal watch checked on
her at 7 and 8. Both are doing great,
no complications.
Mom’s name is Athena, who came in
last year with Clancy’s older brother
Gambol at her side (see photo lower
left). Athena is a wonderful mother who seems to know exactly how much correction is
needed to bring her sometimes unruly offspring back to acceptable behavior. Just like any
youngster, Clancy explores everything he can find. And if it will fit, it goes into his mouth.
And if it doesn’t fit, he tries anyway. Clancy likes people, although he has decided we do not
taste good. Please check on page 4 for info on the other 3 soon-to-be mothers!
At left, Athena with
Gambol, her 2019
gorgeous offspring.
At right, Clancy
enjoys a back
scratchin’ from
Mom.
Help for the Horses

Please charge $_______ to my (circle one)

MasterCard

Visa

Amex

Discover

_________________________________________________
Name on Card
______________________________________________________

Credit Card Number
_______________ ___________
Expiration Date
CV V

___________________
Zip Code

_________________________________________________
Cardholders Signature

Enclosed is my check for: $______________ to help with
the expenses of growing babies and the other wonderful
horses in Four Corners Equine Rescue.
We are all in this together!
Please Remit to:
Four Corners Equine Rescue (FCER)
22 Road 3334

Aztec, NM 87410
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Thanks to our Sponsors

Welcoming In

Above - Carmen, the elusive donkey.
She was a stray, picked up by New Mexico Livestock Board.
Right - Scamp, a pony hinny (Dad horse
and Mom donkey). Scamp came in with
the halter on. We have since removed it.

Thanks!
Porter’s Restaurant
& Big R
for displaying our donation jars!

HELP WANTED
Webmaster Wanted
Our website needs to be kept updated to track
the horses training
And we sure could use a person to haul manure!
We furnish the truck, tractor and trailer
You furnish the skill and hours

2100 San Juan Blvd. Farmington, NM
505-327-4406

Upcoming Events
Volunteer Orientations
&
Barn Tours
Scheduled by appointment only
All Tours will be limited to
3 people
Masks and social distancing
required
505-334-7220

Above Left - Revere out on the trail with trainer, Katie.
Above Right - Sampson in his new home at Bandy Ranch.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Four Corners Equine Rescue
22 Road 3334
Aztec, NM 87410
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FCER Mission Statement
Four Corners Equine Rescue is a volunteer based non-profit organization dedicated to the rescue of horses from perilous situations, their rehabilitation, and their adoption into good, loving homes. We will assist wherever, whenever we
can to help a horse that needs rescuing. We believe that horses hold a special place in God’s world, and that helping
them is a noble effort. We further dedicate ourselves to educating people on the care, medical needs, and other aspects
of good horse ownership, thereby improving the lives of the horses and their owners.
FCER is a nonprofit 501(c)3 charitable organization EIN 20-0979636. Donations are eligible for income tax deduction.

Call 505-334-7220

e-mail: fcernm@gmail.com

We’re also on the web at:

Covid-19 Safe Practices
Wear a mask
Use social distancing - stay at least 6 feet away from others
Restrict your travel outside the home to that which is essential
Avoid gatherings of more than 5 people
Wash your hands for 20 seconds frequently
Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces
KNOW THE SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

STAY
SAFE!

